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Although laboratory procedures are designed to produce specific emotions, participants often experience mixed emotions (i.e., target and non-target emotions). We examined non-target emotions in patients with frontotemporal dementia (FTD), Alzheimer's disease (AD), other neurodegenerative diseases, and healthy controls. Participants watched film clips designed to produce three target emotions. Subjective experience of non-target emotions was assessed and emotional facial expressions were coded. Compared to patients with other neurodegenerative diseases and healthy controls, FTD patients reported more positive and negative non-target emotions, whereas AD patients reported more positive non-target emotions. There were no group differences in facial expressions of non-target emotions. We interpret these findings as reflecting deficits in processing interoceptive and contextual information resulting from neurodegeneration in brain regions critical for creating subjective emotional experience.
Introduction
In emotion research, stimuli such as film clips, pictures, or situational challenges are presented to participants to induce a particular target emotion [1-3]. In reality, most stimuli produce a mix of target and non-target emotions (e.g., a disgusting film may elicit disgust and amusement). Previous research has typically focused on target emotions, whereas non-target emotions are often overlooked.
Subjective experiences of emotions
There are several models of how subjective emotional experience arises [4] [5] [6] . In 'peripheralist' views [5, 7 [
,9], subjective emotional experience is derived from interoceptive information produced by the physiological activity that accompanies emotion (e.g., changes in facial expressions and autonomic responses). Neuroimaging studies suggest that these processes are supported by the anterior insula, amygdala, ventral striatum, anterior temporal lobes, and medial prefrontal cortices [7 ] . Therefore, disruptions in any of these brain regions may result in altered subjective experiences of emotions [10 ,11-13] .
Experiencing non-target emotions in situations that predominantly elicit strong target emotions may reflect alterations in emotion processing. For example, patients with schizophrenia report more negative non-target emotions in response to positively-valenced stimuli, which has been linked to deficits in emotional memory and an inability to overcome prepotent response tendencies [14, 15] . From a functional perspective, increased subjective experience of non-target emotions may interfere with adaptive learning and social communication [5, 16] . For instance, experiencing enjoyment when confronted with contaminated food increases health-harming approach behaviors. Similarly, experiencing happiness when a loved one is grieving may lead to socially inappropriate responses, which can impair relationship quality.
Emotional functioning in frontotemporal dementia and Alzheimer's disease
Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) are two common forms of dementia characterized by distinct patterns of neurodegeneration. In FTD, neurodegeneration primarily occurs in the lateral and medial frontal lobes, anterior temporal lobes, cingulate cortex, ventral striatum, and insula [17 ] , areas thought to be critical for the generation of emotion and the processing of interoceptive information [7 ,12] . In AD, neurodegeneration occurs in the medial temporal lobes, including the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, areas critical
